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BOX 2: HOUSEHOLD INCOME, WEALTH, AND SAVING PATTERNS 
IN MALTA1

The stock of household savings at a point in time represents the cumulation of excess 
income over expenditure during a person’s lifetime. Household wealth represents the sum 
of all savings, whether in the form of financial or real (durable) assets, less outstanding 
liabilities, such as mortgages and other debt. The Household Finance and Consumption 
Survey (HFCS) collects granular data on households’ sources of income and finance, 
expenditure patterns and wealth holdings in 22 European Union (EU) Member States, 
including Malta. Therefore, it allows for the study of household characteristics and their 
stock of wealth. In Malta, about 1,000 households are typically covered in the HFCS sur-
vey. Household income is measured in gross terms, while expenditure excludes mortgage 
payments (both interest and principal repayment).2 In this box the difference between gross 
income and expenditure is defined as the savings generated by a household. 

This box sheds light on the nexus between income, saving and wealth using the 2017 
HFCS wave, for which data collection in Malta was carried out between January and April 
of 2017, and summarises some of the findings in a recently published Policy Note on 
household saving in Malta and its relation to household wealth (Abela and Gatt, 2022).3,4  In 
this box, households are categorised as savers and dissavers if the balance of income over 
expenditure is positive or negative, respectively. The usual caveat associated with self-
declaration of income and assets applies, and relates to the potential for under-reporting, 
which may bias downwards estimates of saving rates and total wealth, respectively.

Chart 1 plots income against wealth and draws some interesting patterns. First, the panel 
on the left shows that household income and wealth are positively correlated, as expected. 
Second, this relationship is much stronger for savers than it is for dissavers, as shown in 
the panel on the right. Third, although dissavers tend to have lower income, some still hold 
considerable wealth. This last fact reveals a subtle but important observation – dissavers 
are not necessarily low-wealth households, as they are heterogeneous in their wealth hold-
ings, with several holding a considerable amount of assets. 

Chart 2 shows similar analysis but with respect to the saving rates. The left panel shows 
that saving rates in general tend to rise with wealth, which follows from income growing 
with wealth as shown in Chart 1. The relationship is non-linear, as saving rates rise at a 
slower pace as wealth increases further.5 This latter finding is consistent with evidence for 
other countries, in which saving rates become flat at high levels of wealth (Fagereng et 

1   Written by Dr William Gatt Fenech, Manager of the Financial Stability Research Office and External Research Fellow at the 
Centre for Finance, Credit and Macroeconomics at the University of Nottingham. The author thanks Alexander Demarco, Dr Aaron 
Grech and Wendy Zammit for helpful comments. The views expressed in this box are the author’s own and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Central Bank of Malta.
2   Furthermore, the HFCS does not give a breakdown of holiday expenditure into cost and subsistence components, and this 
type of expenditure is therefore excluded in the analysis that follows.
3   Abela, G. and Gatt, W. (2022). Who are the (dis)savers? A look at household saving patterns and wealth composition in Malta, 
Central Bank of Malta Policy Note, January 2022.
4   The analysis in this box is based on a reduced sample of 883 observations after the necessary data filtering was applied.
5   This finding does not necessarily reflect causality, since wealth and saving rates can determine each other jointly.
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Sources: HFCS (2017); Abela and Gatt (2022).
Notes: The left panel shows observations grouped into 20 bins, each of equal size, and a fitted quadratic polynomial. The parameters of the 
fitted polynomial are estimated on all the observations in the dataset and are not affected by the number of bins plotted in the chart. The right
panel shows the same link, distinguishing between savers and dissavers.  Observations at higher wealth levels are excluded from this analysis 
as they are few and are considered outliers.
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Notes: The left panel shows observations grouped into 20 bins, each of equal size, and a fitted quadratic polynomial. The parameters of the 
fitted polynomial are estimated on all the observations in the dataset and are not affected by the number of bins plotted in the chart. The right
panel shows the same link, distinguishing between savers and dissavers.  Observations at higher wealth levels are excluded from this analysis 
as they are few and are considered outliers.
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al., 2019).6 Although this finding is in line with expectations, the panel on the left conceals 
important patterns which are uncovered by the panel on the right. The relationship between 
savings and wealth levels is clear and robust among savers, mirroring the relationship 
shown for all households, and growing over wealth at a progressively slower rate. On the 
other hand, there is significant heterogeneity among dissavers, and the resulting relation-
ship is inverted.7 The apparent relationship for dissavers implies that saving rates initially 
become more negative as wealth levels rise, bottom out for households with wealth of 
around €310,000, and then start to rise again. This relationship is only indicative since the 
significant heterogeneity among dissavers makes it hard to draw strong conclusions. Yet, 
these charts point to substantially different behaviours among savers and dissavers across 
different wealth levels.

Several studies argue that it is not just the level, but also the composition of wealth that mat-
ters for household behaviour.8 Ignoring liabilities for the moment, the distinction between 
financial and real assets is important as they are generally considered as liquid and illiquid 
assets, respectively. Consider two household types, both with high wealth. The household 
that stores most of its wealth in liquid assets, such as bank deposits, is better able to adjust 
to bad economic shocks that it may experience. This is not the case for the household that 
holds most of its wealth in illiquid assets such as property since liquidation is costly and 
takes time. These two households then will react differently to the same hypothetical bad 
shock. In the context of saving, the household with plenty of liquid assets will draw down on 
its wealth and keep expenditure relatively unchanged, while the household with mostly illiq-
uid wealth will adjust to the shock by lowering expenditure, since it cannot freely draw down 
from its stock of real assets. Consequently, the latter household is referred to as ‘wealthy 
hand-to-mouth’ in studies on household heterogeneity.9 Liabilities, on the other hand, can 
obfuscate the story somewhat. Since illiquid assets can be pledged as collateral, wealthy 
hand-to-mouth can borrow funds against such collateral and its expected future value. 
Such households can therefore still use illiquid assets for financing to absorb the economic 
shock, albeit at an added cost.

Chart 3 shows the distribution of total wealth, and its split into financial assets, real assets, 
and liabilities in Malta, based on the 2017 HFCS data, for households that save and those 
which do not. The top left panel shows that the wealth of both savers and dissavers is 
positively skewed, with a small number of millionaire households in the HFCS sample. This 
is in line with the observation that dissavers span the entire wealth distribution. Another 
observation is that a few savers and dissavers have negative wealth. However, the key 
observation from this chart is that savers tend, on average, to own more wealth than dis-
savers. Turning to the composition of wealth, the top right panel and bottom left panels in 
Chart 3 show that the key difference between savers and dissavers is that the latter tend 
6   Fagereng, A., Holm, M., Moll, B., & Natvik, G. (2019), Saving behaviour across the wealth distribution: The importance of 
capital gains. NBER Working Paper 26588.
7   See Abela, G. & Gatt, W. (2022), Who are the (dis)savers? A look at household saving patterns and wealth composition in 
Malta, Central Bank of Malta Policy Note, January 2022, for further analysis of dissavers by age and educational attainment of 
the household reference person.
8   See, for instance, Kaplan, G. & Violante, G. L. (2014), A model of the consumption response to fiscal stimulus payments. 
Econometrica, 82(4), 1199-1239, and Kaplan, G., Moll, B., & Violante, G. L. (2018), Monetary policy according to HANK. American 
Economic Review, 108(3), 697-743. 
9   See Kaplan, G. & Violante, G. L. (2014), A model of the consumption response to fiscal stimulus payments. Econometrica, 
82(4), 1199-1239.
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to have more wealth stored in real assets.10 Savers and dissavers, on average, own about 
the same amount of financial assets, although there is a slightly higher concentration of 
dissavers that sit at the extremes. Bank deposits represent the bulk of financial asset hold-
ings for most households. Finally, savers, on average, tend to have more outstanding debt 
than dissavers, which is in line with the previous discussion on collateralized borrowing by 
holders of real assets. However, there are far more savers with little to no debt than there 
are dissavers.

While the composition of wealth matters for household behaviour in general, it is likely to 
matter much more for retired households.  Not only is it hard and costly to draw on wealth 
to finance expenditure if it is mostly tied in illiquid assets, but retired households face an 
additional constraint; they are typically unable to obtain bank financing using real assets 
as collateral. There does not seem to be any clear pattern in the data between the share 
of wealth stored in real and liquid assets across saving and dissaving households that are 
retired. However, there is a considerable share of retired, dissaving households that hold 
most of their wealth in illiquid assets (housing), whose wealth is below the median wealth 
for retired households of around €231,000. The finding for this group of households mat-
ters for considerations such as pension adequacy and living standards, as their low income 
coupled with low liquidity means that these households may find it hard to adjust to unex-
pected outlays. The situation may be even more pressing when a 2-member household is 
reliant on a single pension, without any other source of income. Moreover, high, and rising 

10   Real assets include the value of all property, vehicles and businesses owned by a household, while financial assets include 
the value of all bank accounts, mutual funds, securities, amounts owed and pension plans. Liabilities include the value of outstand-
ing mortgages, other loans, and overdraft balances.
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Notes: The figures show the concentration of households at different levels of wealth, financial and real assets, and liabilities. The vertical dashed 
lines denote the conditional mean for savers and dissavers. The difference between the means is statistically significant at the 1% level for wealth, 
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longevity also means that any accumulated financial wealth of such households must be 
stretched over a longer period.11

This analysis may be subject to inaccuracies in the measurement of wealth, particularly the 
valuation of illiquid property. In the HFCS, respondents are asked to value their property. 
This is hard to do if the property was purchased a long time ago and not valued by an archi-
tect or real estate agent sufficiently close to the reference period of the questionnaire.12 
Financial assets like bank deposits and an investment portfolio, on the other hand, are 
much easier to value. Moreover, financial assets are less likely to be under-reported since 
they are harder to conceal, unless held exclusively in cash or overseas. Consequently, the 
financial situation of old dissavers can be assessed by looking at their stock of liquid assets 
relative to the absolute dissaving of households aged 60 and over. This ratio shows how 
many years of dissaving these households can finance through their pot of liquid savings. 
When assessed relative to households’ life expectancy, it emerges that a large share of the 
households in the sample have liquid assets which will finance less than 10 years of their 
current expenditure patterns.

The implicit assumption in this analysis is that households will keep the same level of 
dissaving registered in 2017 throughout the future. This is not necessarily the case since 
households can adjust their expenditure patterns as their financial situation changes. Nev-
ertheless, Chart 4 reveals that this is not a strong assumption. Dissavers do not cut back 
too much on expenditure as they get close to and following retirement. Savers, on the other 
hand, significantly cut back on their expenditure as they age. 

Home equity release schemes help reduce excessive reliance on financial wealth, while 
preventing immediate forced liquidation of property. These exist in countries such as the 
United Kingdom. They are also appealing as they circumvent the issue of indivisibility of 
property. Such a scheme was launched in Malta in 2019, allowing households aged over 
60 to liquidate up to 60% of the value of the property through a loan with a local bank. 
Although the scheme requires heirs to sell the property and/or settle the loan within three 
years of the owner’s demise, it has an in-built guarantee to protect heirs from negative 
equity should the value of the property as sold falls below the outstanding value of the loan. 
This equity release scheme can therefore buffer against unexpected outlays such as those 
on health, as well as finance high price-tag expenditure such as vacations, which would 
otherwise be outside of the household’s reach. Though useful for current older generations, 
such schemes, however, may increase the need for younger cohorts to participate more 
in private pension plans, as they may end up with smaller bequests.13 Therefore, efforts 
to encourage adequate saving during households’ working years through various saving 
vehicles as well as occupational and personal pension schemes should continue.

11   Statistics by Eurostat show that as at 2019, people in Malta aged 65 were expected to live for a further 21.1 years, up from 17 
years in 2000. Moreover, data from the Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (SILC) survey for the time of the HFCS collec-
tion show that 1-person households, both young and old, are about as likely to face difficulties to meet an unexpected expense, 
however a 2-person old household is more likely to have this difficulty than a 1-person young household.
12   The specific question relating to households’ main residence is: “What is the value of this property, i.e. if you could sell it now 
how much do you think would be the price of it?”. Similar questions are asked about other valuables.
13   In fact, in a supplement to a policy document written by a working group on pensions in 2010, the use of equity release 
schemes was described as a complement to, and not a substitute for, Second and Third Pillar pension schemes (New Pensions 
Working Group (2010). Use of property during retirement. Supplementary Paper Number 04, Dipartiment tas-Sigurta’ Soċjali).
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While the analysis presented in this box is subject to the caveat linked to the possible under-
reporting of income and wealth, the HFCS data can yield interesting and important insights 
into the relationship between income, wealth and households’ saving behaviour. The pat-
terns explored in this box relate to the year 2017 and are normally expected to remain 
relatively stable over time. Nevertheless, the COVID-19 pandemic may have altered some 
of these patterns given the magnitude of its effects on the economy. It is therefore pertinent 
to check for the stability of these patterns when the latest HFCS data, collected during the 
year 2020 and currently being compiled, is available.
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Sources: HFCS (2017); Abela and Gatt (2022).
Notes: Both panels show observations grouped into 20 bins, each of equal size, and a fitted linear regression, with a discontinuity at age 60. The 
parameters of the fitted lines are estimated on all the observations in the dataset and are not affected by the number of bins plotted in the chart.
The main patterns are insensitive to the cut-off for the discontinuity around 60.
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